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USB to ESP-01 Adapter Board Modification

by AndyS19

Did you buy this USB to ESP-01 Adapter Board and
found out that it can't be used for flashing the ESP-
01? You're not alone. This first generation adapter
doesn't have any mechanism to put the ESP-01 into
Serial Programming mode which require pulling
GPIO-0 pin LOW. 

I found that very frustrating considering that this board
is very cheap, small and convenient to be used to
interface the ESP-01 to our PC. I have made another
circuit on my breadboard along with FTDI adapter just
to be able to flash ESP-01. Wouldn't it be nice if we
can use this one instead?

One of the picture above shows the typical error
message in Arduino IDE that we see when trying to
flash the code to the ESP-01 without first putting it
into serial programming mode. 

In this Instructable I'm going to show you how to
modify this adapter to be able to do just that with a
simple mini tactile switch, and a little bit of soldering. 

Lets get to it! 

Step 1: Parts and Pinout

For this modification, I used a mini tactile switch that I salvaged from other electronic. You also need a couple of
short wire to connect the switch to the board. 
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Step 2: Mounting and Soldering

In this step we are going to mount the mini switch on
to the back of the adapter's socket. I used hot glue for
this, and optionally you can make a few scratches on
the surface of the socket for better adhesion. 

Once the glue is set, we're going to solder the 2 short

wires between the switch and the GPIO-0 and GND
pins. See above picture for the pins location. 

This will effectively short the GPIO-0 and Ground
when the switch is pressed. 
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Step 3: Flashing the ESP-01

We're now done with our modification. To flash the ESP-01, follow the steps below: 

1. Insert ESP-01 into the adapter's socket with the correct orientation shown in the picture. 

2. While pressing the button of the tactile switch, insert the adapter into your PC's USB port. Release the button
after about 1 sec. You'll be testing your finger's dexterity by doing this exercise.. :) 

3. Set your Arduino IDE board setting, and upload your code. I've included the typical setting that works for ESP-
01 board. 

NOTES: 

Once the ESP-01 is flashed, we can use the adapter to power the ESP-01 from any USB power. It
has built-in 10K pull-up resistors for GPIO-0 and GPIO-2 pins for it to do normal boot from flash.
This adapter is based on CH340 chipset, in my PC it shows up as USB-SERIAL CH340

Enjoy.. 
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Conforme a la recomendación lo hize y mas de un año tratando de programar estos dispositivos y
al fin podré programar con estos dispositivos, gracias AndyS19, saludos!!!

Thanks for this mod, i liked it so much i added another reset button but i switched them around, the
flash mode button is at the bottom as i soldered the legs of the switch directly onto GND and
GPIO-0 as per https://cmheong.blogspot.com/2018/05/using-ch340-usb-dongle-as-esp-01s.html
and added the reset button as per you instructable. Works a treat now, no need to pull the adapter
in and out of the PC. Do you think there is any chance to mod this adapter board to be able to flash
ESP-12x series board ?

That's a neat idea, not having to pull out the usb adapter each time. so the additional switch is
shorting the reset and GND pins? I don't see why it wouldn't work for other ESP boards, except
that you'll have to somehow solder leads that will connect to this adapter. Maybe too troublesome
though.. :)

thanks for your comment and the neat enhancement.

Yep, the additional switch is shorting the reset and GND pins. I actually did end up making the esp-
12x adapter board and wrote up an instructable for it https://www.instructables.com/id/USB-ESP-
12-Programmer/

I had the same issue and found this instructable really useful. I glued the switches to the socket
with superglue and soldered them to the pins. I also added a reset button, so I would not need to
unplug the Stick to reset.

A pair of jumper pins, one soldered directly (for strength) to GND the other with a jumper wire to
GPIO-0 and superglued down for double strength. You can then use jumper as required. In
retrospect I could have laid the jumper pins flat along the length but that may have made soldering
tricky.
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I did it with a jumper so I can flash and use it too.

RJ made it!

Mine is a little bit different, I didn't use switch. Plug and remove shunt, that's it.

Thanks for it.

i made like this:

Perfect project! Thanks a lot!

I did a similar, but using a shorting jumper and pushbutton w/2x 10K resistors to GPIO0 & RST ,
Noticed you scored the face of the socket, I did the same on the side of pins 7&8 (TxD & GND),
and soldering the jumper to pin 4 (GPIO0), and a short wire to GND, under the capacitor. (with 10K
resistors pulling RST & GPIO0 to VCC)..

Nice, although you technically don't need to add those 10k resistors since they're built in to the
adapter board, at least on mine. I tested it with ohmmeter to make sure and it read 10k for both
pins.

pics & schematic on the esp8266.com forum: http://www.esp8266.com/viewtopic.php?
f=6&t=11610&start=5

That's a neat setup :)

Very nice! Thank you for sharing.
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